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Average rating :

$30.10 $30.10

Qty: 1

Add To Cart  Add to Favorites

adayfu shoes

(0 reviews)

Item Code: adayfu shoes

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 30 Cm

width 18 Cm

high 9 Cm

volume weight 972.00 g

Fabric: Leather Sole material: Rubber Closure type: Belt buckle ✔ ★ Our medieval simple and elegant
three-buckle leather boots:- These buckle leather shoes are made of genuine leather and are worth
your own. Inspired by the Captain of the Pirates of the Caribbean, it is perfect for reproduction, role-
playing and imitation costumes. ✔ ★Renaissance boots production:- Our leather boots are completely
handmade, made of real soft leather and equipped with padded insoles. No matter how long you
stand or walk, these men's high boots will keep your feet comfortable, a fashion concert*. ✔ ★ Color
and size difference:-Medieval boots are available in black. Our men's boots are accurate in size
because we can provide different sizes according to your needs. Available sizes are 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
✔ ★ Comfortable boots for a variety of purposes:-Suitable for medieval collectors, history lovers,
medieval warrior costumes, re-enactment clubs and society, movie costumes and theater costumes,
medieval collections and Renaissance events at affordable prices. ✔ ★ Satisfaction*:-For any
manufacturing defect, we provide a 30-day full refund*. So please rest assured to buy. Medieval
leather boots with 3 buckles, redesigned men's shoes. Handmade leather shoes, available in various
sizes. From the sole height of 12.5 inches (approximately 31.8 cm), fasten the boots with straps. The
rubber sole is very suitable for role-playing athletes. We are committed to creating imaginative, trend-
following and tasteful shoes. While admiring "extraordinary, fearless, fashionable and upstart", our
design is rich in fashion elements, innovative ideas and highly recognizable appearance Madly
pursued by people
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

Product Review

Average Rating: 0 based on 0 Customer Reviews

5 stars 0%

4 stars 0%

3 stars 0%

2 stars 0%

1 stars 0%
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1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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